
SECTION-A

ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS 5 X 5 -25M

I.Explain the terms

1) impact parameters

 

2)Write a short note on Gyroscope

 

Show the conservative nature of central forces



Give brief idea about GPS



If a Rod travels with a speed with V=0.6c along its length , calculate the percentage of contraction



What is the fundamental frequency of piezo-electric crystal if 338 /10*5.2,10*8 mkgppay  and

vibrating length is 3103 X



Find the fundamental frequency of longitudinal wave in rod of 1m length fixed at the mid point with both the
ends being free .given the velocity of the sound in the bar V=3000m/s and the density of the material of the

bar p=8600kg/ 3m

V=3000m/s  

p=8600kg/ 3m

8) Write five applications of Ultrasonic
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Section – B

Answer all questions. 5 x 10 = 50M

9. a)Explain the principle of motion of a rocket and derive for its velocity at any instant when it is
moving under constant gravitational field



OR

b)Derive Euler equations.



10) a)Define Central forces and show that they are conservative in nature.

 

  OR

b)State and prove Kepler’s laws of planetary motion.



11). a)Describe Michelsons- morleys experiment. Explain negative result.



                                                 OR

b)Explain Einsteins mass energy relation.



12). a)Solve the differential equation of damped Harmonic Oscillator and discuss the critical damping.



                                                OR

b)Discuss about two coupled oscillator and derive expression for normal modes.



13 a)Derive an equation for the propagation of transvers waves along string. Discuss the case of string
clamped at both ends.

    

                                                 OR

b)Explain the production of Ultrsonics using Piezo electric method.
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